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Environmental Pollution and Control, Fourth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 1997

	Complex environmental problems are often reduced to an inappropriate level of simplicity. While this book does not seek to present a comprehensive scientific and technical coverage of all aspects of the subject matter, it makes the issues, ideas, and language of environmental engineering accessible and understandable to the nontechnical...
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High Dynamic Range Imaging, Second Edition: Acquisition, Display, and Image-Based LightingMorgan Kaufmann, 2010

	This landmark book is the first to describe HDRI technology in its entirety and covers a wide-range of topics, from capture devices to tone reproduction and image-based lighting. The techniques described enable you to produce images that have a dynamic range much closer to that found in the real world, leading to an unparalleled visual...
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Apoptosis, Cell Signaling, and Human Diseases: Molecular Mechanisms, Volume 1Humana Press, 2007

	The aim of Apoptosis, Cell Signaling, and Human Diseases: Molecular Mechanisms

	is to present recent developments in cell survival and apoptotic pathways and

	their involvement in human diseases, such as cancers and neurodegenerative disorders.

	This requires an integration of knowledge from several fields of research, including...
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3D Game Engine Design: A Practical Approach to Real-Time Computer GraphicsCRC Press, 2006

	The first edition of 3D Game Engine Design was an international bestseller that sold over 17,000 copies and became an industry standard. In the six years since that book was published, graphics hardware has evolved enormously. Hardware can now be directly controlled through techniques such as shader programming, which...
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Handbook of Herbs and Spices: Volume 2CRC Press, 2004

	Herbs and spices are among the most versatile and widely used ingredients in food processing. As well as their traditional role in flavouring and colouring foods, they have increasingly been used as natural preservatives and for their potential health-promoting properties. The Handbook of Herbs and Spices Volume 2 provides an essential...
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Mastering Bitcoin: Unlocking Digital CryptocurrenciesO'Reilly, 2014

	Mastering Bitcoin is essential reading for everyone interested in learning about bitcoin basics, the technical operation of bitcoin, or if you're building the next great bitcoin killer app or business. From using a bitcoin wallet to buy a cup of coffee, to running a bitcoin marketplace with hundreds of thousands of transactions, or...
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Social Media Marketing eLearning Kit For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Valuable kit teaches social media marketing to learners of all levels If you want to master social media marketing, this valuable eLearning kit is just the ticket. This integrated course includes a full-color printed book and a Dummies interactive eLearning course on CD. You'll find a wealth of information and multiple ways to learn,...
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Cinema 4D: The Artist's Project Sourcebook, 2nd EditionFocal Press, 2007

	Make the creative leap to 3D. Realize your artistic vision with this treasure chest of instructional projects. Get the essential concepts and techniques without drowning in the technical complexities.

	This new edition is an artist's sourcebook for the visionary in you that wants to master 3D-and have fun in the process....
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Designing Machine Learning Systems with PythonPackt Publishing, 2016

	Design efficient machine learning systems that give you more accurate results


	About This Book

	
		Gain an understanding of the machine learning design process
	
		Optimize machine learning systems for improved accuracy
	
		Understand common programming tools and techniques for machine...
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Paleoclimatology, Third Edition: Reconstructing Climates of the QuaternaryAcademic Press, 2014

	Paleoclimatology: Reconstructing Climates of the Quaternary, Third Editionâ€•winner of a 2015 Textbook Excellence Award (Texty) from The Text and Academic Authors Associationâ€•provides a thorough overview of the methods of paleoclimatic reconstruction and of the historical changes in climate during the past three million...
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Pulmonary Manifestations of Primary Immunodeficiency DiseasesSpringer, 2019

	This book provides a broad overview of  the respiratory manifestations associated with Primary Immune deficiencies (PID) congenital genetic defects such as infections, chronic inflammation, autoimmunity, lymphoproliferation, allergic manifestations and rare forms of cancer.
	
		Since the most common site of involvement in PID is...
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MPEG-7 Audio and Beyond: Audio Content Indexing and RetrievalJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Advances in technology, such as MP3 players, the Internet and DVDs, have led to the production, storage and distribution of a wealth of audio signals, including speech, music and more general sound signals and their combinations. MPEG-7 audio tools were created to enable the navigation of this data, by providing an established framework for...
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